After 3 consecutive losses, Gawler's division 2 side returned to the winners circle with a 14 shot win
over visiting team Ascot Park. In windy and difficult conditions, local knowledge played a part with
the Ascot Park bowlers frequently frustrated by the gusty westerlies.
Darren Hunter's lads enjoyed a welcome return to form to finish 14 up and Leigh Robert's crew
continued their good form with a 10 shot win. Even though Rod Squire's four recorded a 15 shot
loss, they were down 19-2 early and did well to stop the bleeding to contribute to the final result.
Top side, undefeated and at home, Modbury were too good for Gawler's division 4 team, running
out 25 shot victors. With 2 players taken up into the division 2 side, it was always going to be a tough
ask for the visitors. The four of Bernie Smith, Ian Cameron, Andrew Smith and Pop McConnell
provided the highlight for the day, taking their rink in impressive manner, 11 shots up when the 21
ends were completed with the 2 resultant points keeping it in the top 4.
With an even contribution from all rinks, Gawler's division 5 side outplayed visiting team Clearview
to the tune of 30 shots. Scoring 14 of a possible 16 points, the home side keeps in touch with the top
4 and moves a game clear of their opponents. The new combination of Marsh, Betton, James and
Roach despite losing their rink, played its part, falling by a solitary shot and the four of Wilton,
Gillies, Shepherdson and Kingsley Branson were best on the day, finishing 11 up.
The division 6 side had no answers to a rampant Playford team on its home deck, losing by 41 shots.
Bill Anderson's crew did best to get close but eventually finish 3 down. Although returning to home
turf this week, things don't get any easier as it hosts top side Prospect Broadview.

